
Upload data

90% FASTER
with More4apps
compared to the

alternative
solutions.

More4apps and SquareOne Unite to Enhance
Oracle ERP Data Solutions in the Middle East

Bringing together the expertise of two respected industry leaders to address
the increasing demand for efficient and reliable Oracle ERP data solutions.

More4apps, leading provider of Oracle E-Business Suite and Fusion Cloud data
loading solutions, and SquareOne, a prominent technology partner specialising

in digital and process improvements, have teamed up to deliver a
comprehensive suite of products and services that will help organisations

optimise their Oracle ERP data management processes, streamline business
operations, and improve data quality. 

Data Cleansing for Migrations
Project Management
Master Data Management
Transactional Data Management
Financial and Accounting



Improved Data
Quality

Boost in Productivity Enhanced Business
Processes

Leverage 
Digital Transformation

We’ve been using More4apps for years and we love
the data validation. Happy to learn that we can
continue to use the product when we move to the
Cloud.  - Kelly R., Program Manager 

SquareOne helps organisations exponentiate their potential by
partnering up with industry leaders in solutions, providing our
clients a complete digital vision leveraged by the latest tech
and complete implementation with our team of experts.

More4apps is a global company with more than 34,000
end-users worldwide who have leveraged their expertise
for data cleanups and migrations, MDM, financial tasks,
projects, and more.

Scan to learn more!

Superior Data Cleansing Tools Lead to On-
Schedule & Effortless Data Migration Projects

Find and fix data issues, duplicates, and
missing values, through the comfort of an
Excel spreadsheet. After migration, users can
trust in the accuracy of their data, knowing it
is validated and up-to-date. 

These intuitive Excel-based products make it
easy to download data from one Oracle
version, like 12.1, then connect to another
instance, such as 12.2, Fusion ERP Cloud, and
upload data after cleansing it. 

Cleanse and migrate high-quality data to Oracle ERP using a powerful and user-friendly solution.

More4apps templates adapt to fit new
acquisition projects, therefore avoiding
project delays because of builds or existing
customised program enhancements.

More4apps solutions include all the columns
required for successful data migration. Their
solutions are so effective that users continue
implementing them for business-as-usual
activities.


